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Abstract
The aim of this study was to analyze the economic feasibility of producing Fish Protein Hydrolysates (FPH) on 

an industrial scale using conceptual process simulation software, based on 3,900 tons of raw material, the maximum 
available annually in South Australia. The parameters of the microwave-intensified enzymatic process and the 
microwave-intensified chemical process, the two processes that we previously identified as the optimum to produce 
FPH with strong oil binding and emulsifying capacity, respectively, in laboratory-scale evaluations, were used to model 
a large scale simulation using Software Superpro Designer. The results of the simulation showed that the microwave-
intensified chemical process is more profitable than the microwave-intensified enzymatic process when scaled up. 
The investment payback time and return on investment of the scaled up processes are both very sensitive to the 
purchase cost of raw material and selling price of fish protein hydrolysates. The food industry expects to get pay back 
on investment for producing FPH on an industrial scale in around 2 years. This study demonstrated that this aim is 
achievable by the combined contribution of the purchase cost of raw material (from USD 1/kg to USD 3/kg) and the 
selling price of FPH (from USD 20/kg to USD 40/kg). As both these parameters can be realized we are able to show the 
profitability of producing FPH on an industrial production.
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Introduction
Fish Protein Hydrolysates (FPH) is defined as fish proteins that 

are broken down into peptides of various sizes [1]. In comparison 
with intact fish protein, FPH demonstrated a variety of functions 
that can be applied in the food industry. The two major methods to 
produce FPH are enzymatic and chemical processes [2-5] optimized 
the processing conditions for the enzymatic process to produce FPH 
with high oil binding capacity and high emulsifying capacity, with a 
high protein recovery from Yellowtail Kingfish (YTK). Tri et al. used 
chemical processes to produce FPH; they produced FPH from salmon 
at pH 1, 2, 3 and 121°C for 40 min, and found the FPH produced at pH 
3 was the best substrate to promote microbial growth of Lactobacillus 
for yoghurt production. Enzymatic and chemical processes have also 
been modified in order to achieve a better outcome. He et al. [1] used 
microwave intensification to improve both the enzymatic and the 
chemical processes, resulting in shorter production times and FPH 
with stronger oil binding and emulsifying capacity.

However as these production studies were limited to the 
laboratory scale the outcome has not been translated to industrial 
scale production by the food industry. In order for the results of the 
optimized production system, obtained at the laboratory scale, to be 
translated to an industry scale it is necessary to address the concerns of 
the food industry about investment payback time [2,3]. According to 
our survey, the food industry considers a reasonable payback time on 
investment into an industry scale FPH technology to be no more than 
2 years. However, so far the economic feasibility of FPH production at 
an industrial scale has not been analyzed yet.

Process simulation software is a powerful tool for such an economic 
evaluation; which can be utilized to evaluate the process performance 
in silico before any expensive scale-up of production. These process 
simulators offer the opportunity to shorten the time required for 
industrial process development. They allow the comparison of process 

alternatives so that a large number of process designs can be synthesized 
and analyzed interactively in a short time. They computationally 
simulate the process to reduce the time necessary for the development 
and scale-up of a process; they also model and predict the production 
costs for an industrial scale production process [4-7].

The proprietary software package Superpro Designer was 
used to predict and quantify process and economic parameters. It 
was specifically developed for the biotechnology industry, which 
successfully overcomes the weakness of previously developed process 
simulation software for biotechnology processes. Bioprocesses often 
involve raw materials and products such as cells and proteins, whose 
exact physical properties or structure or chemical composition may 
not be fully known, thereby affecting the accuracy of the simulation 
outcome. The large data base of specific feed stocks and unit operations 
in Superpro Designer successfully increased the accuracy of the bio-
process simulation. It has been used to simulate many different types 
of biological processes at an industrial scale, such as production of 
β-galactosidase and molasses [6].

The objective of this study was to carry out an economic feasibility 
analysis of FPH production on industrial scale, in order to identify the 
total investment cost, operation cost, return on investment and the most 
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importantly, the investment payback time, by processing simulation 
using the software package Superpro Designer. Our previous study [5] 
has already defined that oil binding capacity and emulsifying capacity 
of FPH are two important functions for the food industry. It also 
compared different processes and found the microwave-intensified 
enzymatic process as the best process to produce FPH with strong oil 
binding capacity while the microwave-intensified chemical process 
as the best process to produce FPH with strong emulsifying capacity. 
These results provided the basis for the simulation to economically 
evaluate the optimum the industry scale production of FPH with either 
of these properties.

Simulation Method
Process simulation description

Our previous study determined that the microwave-intensified 
enzymatic process in 20 min using Flavourzyme (protein recovery 
of 65%) and the microwave-intensified chemical process (protein 
recovery of 98.05%) in 20 min at pH 14 are the most suitable to produce 
FPH with high oil binding capacity and the high emulsifying capacity, 
respectively [5]. It used the head and frame of YTK, which are Fish 
Processing Co-Products (FPCP), as the raw material to produce FPH 
due to their high content of fish muscle protein and low purchase cost. 
As the protein in the raw material cannot be fully used to produce 
FPH, this previous study reported the FPH protein recovery of the 
microwave-intensified enzymatic process (61.45%) and microwave-
intensified chemical process (98.05%). Simulations were based on the 
conceptual designs of these two processes on an industrial scale, and 
considered the South Australian annual available head and frame of 
YTK as the maximum amount of raw material.

Simulation of the microwave-intensified enzymatic process

The process design on industrial scale: The conceptual design 
of the industrial scale process is illustrated in Figure 1. The process 
parameters of each unit operation are based on results presented in our 
previous paper [5]. 

Assumptions for simulation: The simulation was based on three 
major assumptions: annual available FPCP, the purchase cost of FPCP 
and the selling price of the final products. 

For annual available FPCP, our previous study [5] stated that 
about 5,000 tons of YTK FPCP was estimated to be produced in South 
Australia, the major source of YTK production in Australia. Our 
previous study also reported that head and frame account for about 
65% of YTK FPCP. Therefore South Australia’s annual production was 
5,000 × 65% = 3,900 tonnes of head and frame of YTK in 2012. The 
simulation was designed based on the assumption that 3,900 tonnes 
YTK head and frame as the starting raw material are the maximum 
amount available per year in South Australia.

For the purchase cost of FPCP, an investigation carried out showed 
that currently the seafood industry in South Australia offers FPCP at no 
cost to produce fertilizer, or pays USD 150 per tons for waste disposal. 
However, the seafood industry proposes to sell the FPCP at the price 
of USD 3/kg, if FPCP is processed to FPH, due to the increased market 
value. Therefore, USD 3/kg was set as the purchase cost of FPCP [8,9]. 

Prices of products were assumed at the current market prices of 
the same products, or similar products as references. FPH powder was 
defined as the main product/revenue stream; fish oil and the resultant 
FPCP left-over were defined as co-products/revenue in this simulated 
process. The price of fish oil was set at USD 1.2/kg. The price of FPCP 
left-over was similar to that of fish meal, so the recent market price of 
fish meal (USD 1.7/kg) was used as reference. For FPH, our previous 
study [5] compared FPH with egg white powder, the commercial food 
grade oil binder and emulsifier, which has a reference price of USD 20/
kg [10]. 

Equipment selection: Based on the equipment used in the 
microwave-intensified enzymatic process on laboratory scale 
mentioned in our previous study [5], the equipment used in the 
simulation was selected from the equipment list of Superpro Designer. 
They include a grinder, microwave-intensified reactor or chemical 
reactor for hydrolyzation, centrifuge, storage tanks and a spray drier 
[11]. 

 Figure 1: The flow sheet for the microwave-intensified enzymatic process to produce FPH 
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Equipment cost: The cost of equipment was automatically defined 
by Superpro Designer (version 8.0) with reference to the 2012 market 
price, by adjusting the specific volume or capacity. For example: the 
cost of a 1m3 microwave-intensified reactor for hydrolyzation was 
USD 565,000, and the cost of a 10 m3 microwave-intensified reactor for 
hydrolyzation was USD 734,000; the cost of a spray drier with a drying 
capacity of 9000 kg/h was USD 291,000, and the cost of a spray drier 
with a drying capacity of 12000 kg/h was USD 307,000. The volume or 
capacity of equipment was chosen in relation to the production yield 
per batch. 

Annual operation hours: The process operation mode was set up 
as a batch process. The annual operation time was set at 7200 hrs, the 
typical annual operation time for a batch process. 

Key processing parameters: The annual amount of head and frame 
of YTK FPCP used was automatically calculated by Superpro Designer 
(version 8.0) based on different production yields per batch. The 
FPH production yield per batch was set at 100 kg/batch as the lowest 
and increased 100 kg per simulation until the annual raw material 
consumed reached 3,900 tons, the maximum amount of raw material 
available in South Australia per year. 

The protein recovery in the microwave-intensified reactor for 
hydrolyzation was set at 61.45% using the experimental data of the 
microwave-intensified enzymatic process in 20 min using Flavourzyme 
in our previous study [5]. The annual depreciation of equipment was 
automatically set at 10%. The labor cost was automatically set at USD 
69/hour, by the Superpro Designer, to reflect the Australian labor 
market [12,13].

Centrifugation separated the hydrolyzed materials into three 
different streams: fish oil in the top stream, FPH solution in the middle 
stream and un-hydrolyzed FPCP as left-over at the bottom (Figure 1). 
The yield of each stream was set based on the extent of the reaction 
process in the microwave-intensified reactor for hydrolyzation and 
the composition of water, protein and oil in raw material [5]. The 
FPH solution from the middle stream was further spray-dried to FPH 
powder. FPH powder was defined as the main product/revenue; fish 
oil and FPCP left-over were defined as co-products/revenue. Thus the 

waste treatment in this process design is assumed to be zero.

Simulation of the microwave-intensified chemical process

The conceptual industrial process designed for the microwave-
intensified chemical process line is demonstrated in Figure 2. The 
only difference between Figures 2 and 1 is that instead of adding 
Flavourzyme into the microwave-intensified reactor, NaOH was added 
[14].

All other process parameters related to the simulation of the 
microwave-intensified chemical process were the same as those used 
in the simulation of the microwave-intensified enzymatic process. The 
only difference is that the protein recovery in the simulation of the 
microwave-intensified chemical process increased to 98.05%, based on 
the laboratory data using pH 14 in our previous study [5].

Process simulation scenarios 

The process simulations in this study were made based on several 
scenarios including: the variations in FPH production yield per batch, 
FPCP purchase cost and the FPH selling price.

Summary of the experimental data used in the simulations

The experimental data used in the process simulations is 
summarized in Table 1. The economic feasibility analysis of FPH 
industrial production was conducted based on the simulation data 
described above. An Economic Evaluation Report was generated for 
each simulation scenario by Superpro Designer (version 8.0). This 
study has compared key performance of each process design, including 
the production yield per batch, the amount of starting material per 
batch, amount of FPCP used annually, total capital investment, the 
operation cost, total annual revenue and the most importantly, the 
investment payback time [15-17]. 

Results and Discussions
Effect of the production yield per batch on simulations

In the initial simulations, the FPCP purchase cost was set at the 
highest cost of USD 3/kg, as expected by the seafood processing 

Figure 2: The flow sheet for the microwave-intensified chemical process to produce FPH
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industry, the selling price of FPH was set at USD 20/kg, the market price 
of the reference product (egg white powder) mentioned before. The 
effect of the production yield per batch on the microwave-intensified 
enzymatic process and the microwave-intensified chemical process are 
shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively [18].

Based on current available amounts of FPCP, there is no positive 
payback time and return on investment that could be achieved for the 
microwave-intensified enzymatic process regardless the production 
yield per batch (Table 2), due to the high operation cost. This result is 
important as it proves for the first time that the enzymatic hydrolysis 
of FPCP is not economically feasible when scaled up as stated in other 
studies [4,7]. 

The economic significance of the increase of protein recovery from 
62.45% of the microwave-intensified enzymatic process to 98.05% in 
the microwave-intensified chemical process is demonstrated in Table 
3. The highest annual production yield of FPH increased from 463 
tons using the microwave-intensified enzymatic process (Table 2) to 
740.8 tons using the microwave-intensified chemical process (Table 
3). In comparison, the annual operation cost was significantly reduced 
from USD 14.78 million (Table 2) to USD 10.28 million (Table 3). 
These results indicate that the microwave-intensified chemical process 
is more profitable to be scaled up than the microwave-intensified 
enzymatic process [19-21].

Indeed, a positive return on investment of 3.01% and 5.20% can be 
achieved with the annual production yields of 648.2 tonnes and 740.8 
tonnes, respectively. The payback time for these two annual production 
yields are 292.29 and 17.62 years, respectively (Table 3). However these 
payback times are too lengthy to be acceptable by the food industry. 
Therefore, the operation cost needs to be further reduced in order to 
shorten the payback time to the acceptable period of around 2 years. As 
a result, operation cost is expected to be further reduced. 

The breakdown of the annual operation cost data of the microwave-
intensified enzymatic process and the microwave-intensified chemical 
process, based on the highest production yield per batch in Tables 2 
and 3, respectively, is presented in (Table 4). 

The largest operation costs for both processes was the raw materials 
cost (about USD 11.4 million), which account for 78.03% for the 
microwave-intensified enzymatic process and 76.98% for microwave-
intensified chemical process. Given this fact, it is important to reduce 
the purchase cost of raw materials in order to shorten the investment 
payback time and return on investment [22,23].

The further breakdown of the purchase cost of raw materials for 
the microwave-intensified enzymatic process and the microwave-
intensified chemical process in Table 4 is presented in Tables 5 and 6, 
respectively. Given the fact that 98.55% and 99.45% of raw material cost 
is on FPCP for the microwave-intensified enzymatic process and the 
microwave-intensified chemical process, respectively, it is important to 
look at the contribution of the cost of FPCP to the investment payback 
time [24]. 

Many previous studies concluded that the enzymatic process 
may not be cost-effective due to the high cost of the enzyme. It 
is important to address here that this conclusion is based on the 
laboratory production without considering the contribution of other 
factors, such as the purchase cost of FPCP, labor cost and facility cost, 
which have to be considered for any industrial production. Results 
in Table 7 clearly indicate that this laboratory-based conclusion does 
not apply to the industrial level production. As mentioned before, the 

seafood industry proposed the selling price of FPCP as USD 3/kg for 
the FPH production on large scale, therefore it is highly unlike that 
FPCP can be obtained cost-free for industrial production, even if the 
production was to be carried out by the same processor [25]. Table 7 
shows that when the purchase cost of FPCP changed from USD 3/kg 
to USD 1/kg, the purchase cost of FPCP in raw material cost changed 
from 98.55% to 96.03%, and the percentage of raw materials cost in 
the operation cost is still more than 50% (78.03% to 54.88%), whereas 
the cost of Flavourzyme only accounts for 0.91% to 2.65% of the cost 
of raw materials. Indeed, the cost of Flavourzyme is 66.61% of the cost 
of raw materials if FPCP can be received for free. However, given the 
consideration of other industry processing factors, such as labor cost 
and facility cost and the cost of raw materials, it only accounts for 
4.61% of the operation cost- therefore the cost of Flavourzyme is also 
not significant in industrial scale production [26,27]. Table 7 presented 
the other factors, such as the purchase cost of FPCP, rather than the 
cost of enzymes, that should be paid more attention to in the industrial 
production of FPH. 

Simulations based on the variation of the FPCP purchase cost 
and FPH selling price

Table 7 shows the importance of the FPCP purchase cost to the 
annual cost of raw materials. In all the previous simulation input and 
results shown in Tables 1-6, the FPCP purchase cost was set at USD 
3/kg. Currently the seafood industry offers FPCP for free to produce 
fertilizer, or pays USD 150 per ton for waste disposal. Given this fact, 
we have evaluated the potential impact of varying FPCP purchase costs 
on the payback time and return on investment on the microwave-
intensified chemical process (Table 8) and the microwave-intensified 
enzymatic process (Table 9) [28]. It is clear that the investment payback 
time is very sensitive to the purchase cost of FPCP for both processes. 
Based on the pre-set FPH selling price of USD 20/kg and reducing the 
FPCP purchase cost from USD 3/kg to USD 1/kg, The payback time of 
the microwave-intensified chemical process changed from 17.63 years 
to 2.40 years (Table 8), from no payback time (N/A) to 3.94 years (Table 
9) for the microwave-intensified chemical process and the microwave-
intensified enzymatic process, respectively. The corresponding return 
on investment increased from 5.44% to 41.73%, and from -16.64% 
to 25.41% for the microwave-intensified chemical process and the 
microwave-intensified enzymatic process, respectively. This trend 
demonstrates the significant influence of FPCP purchase price on 
the profitability of FPH industrial production. In order to achieve a 
low purchase cost of FPCP, a profit-sharing agreement between FPH 
producer and FPCP raw material supplier is important.

Selling price of products is another crucial factor that industry has 
to consider. In all the previous simulations, the selling price of FPH 
was assumed at USD 20/kg, based on the market price of the reference 
product, egg white powder. With the current market trends, it is less 
likely that the price will drop below USD 20/kg. Therefore we simulated 
the scenario of increasing the price from USD 20/kg to USD 40/kg 
to understand the sensitivity of investment payback time, and only 
simulated one scenario of reducing the price from USD 20/kg to USD 
10/kg. The potential impact of varying FPH selling price on investment 
payback time and return on investment for the microwave-intensified 
chemical process and the microwave-intensified enzymatic process is 
evaluated in Tables 8 and 9, respectively. The investment payback time 
and return on investment are also very sensitive to the selling price 
of FPH for both processes. Based on the purchase cost of FPCP of 
USD 3/kg, the payback time for the microwave-intensified chemical 
process changed from no payback time (N/A) to 1.40 years (Table 8), 
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Microwave-intensified enzymatic process Microwave-intensified chemical process
Protein recovery 62.45% 98.05%
Processing time 20 min 20 min
Processing pH 6.5 (normal pH without adjustment) 14 (adjusted using NaOH)

E/S ratio 0.5% ----
Annual processing time 7200 hours 7200 hours

Annual available raw material (YTK head and 
frame) 3,900 tons 3,900 tons

Cost of FPCP USD 3 /kg maximum USD 3 /kg maximum
Equipment annual depreciation 10% 10%

Labor cost USD 69/hr USD 69/hr
Cost of enzyme (Flavourzyme) USD 56/kg ----

Cost of NaOH ---- USD 0.2/kg
Price of FPH USD 20/kg USD 20/kg

Price of crude fish oil USD 1.2/kg USD 1.2/kg
Price of fish meal USD 1.7/kg USD 1.7/kg

Table 1: Summary of data used for process simulation

FPH Production 
yield /batch (kg)

Annual FPH 
production yield 

(ton)

Starting 
materials FPCP /

batch (ton)

Annual used 
FPCP materials 

(ton)

Total capital 
investment 

(million USD)

Operation  cost/
year (million 

USD)

Total revenues 
year (million 
USD ) (main 
revenue + co 

revenue

Payback time

(Year)

Return on 
investment

100 92.6 0.9 755 10.96 5.07 2.50 (1.85+0.64) N/A** -22.42%
200 185. 2 1.8 1511 11.79 7.54 5.00 (3.71+1.29) N/A -20.81%
300 277.8 2.7 2267 12.31 9.95 7.51 (5.56+1.94) N/A -19.29%
400 370.4 3.6 3022 12.94 12.38 10.01 (7.42+.59) N/A -17.86%
500 463.0 4.5 3778 13.38 14.78 12.51 (9.28+3.23) N/A -16.64%

*Simulations were based on the purchase cost of FPCP at USD 3/kg, selling price of FPH at USD 20/kg and the maximum annual available FPCP of 3,900 tons 
** N/A: Not applicable
Table 2: Economic feasibility analysis* of FPH industrial production using the microwave-intensified enzymatic process at different production scale

FPH Production 
yield /batch (kg)

Annual FPH 
production yield 

(ton)

Starting 
materials FPCP /

batch (ton)

Annual used 
FPCP materials 

(ton)

Total capital 
investment 

(million USD)

Operation  cost/
year (million 

USD)

Total revenues 
year (million USD ) 
(main revenue + co 

revenue

Payback time Return on 
investment

100 92.6 0.9 755 10.96 5.07 2.50(1.85+0.64) N/A** -22.42%
200 185. 2 1.8 1511 11.79 7.54 5.00(3.71+1.29) N/A -20.81%
300 277.8 2.7 2267 12.31 9.95 7.51(5.56+1.94) N/A -19.29%
400 370.4 3.6 3022 12.94 12.38 10.01(7.42+.59) N/A -17.86%
500 463 4.5 3778 13.38 14.78 12.51(9.28+3.23) N/A -16.64%
600 555.6 3.4 2858 12.83 11.8 11.48(10.58+0.98) N/A -0.74%
700 648.2 3.96 3335 13.16 13.32 13.39 (12.34+1.05) 292.29 3.01%
800 740.8 4.53 3811 13.48 14.91 15.31 (14.10+1.20) 17.62 5.20%

*Simulations were based on the purchase cost of FPCP at USD 3/kg, selling price of FPH at USD 20/kg and the maximum annual available FPCP of 3,900 tons 
**N/A: Not applicable
Table 3: Economic feasibility analysis* of FPH industrial production using the microwave-intensified chemical process at different production scale 

from no payback time (N/A) to 3.15 years (Table 9) for the microwave-
intensified chemical process and the microwave-intensified enzymatic 
process, respectively. The return on investment also increased from 
-42.77% to 71.53%, from -51.16% to 31.70% for the microwave-
intensified chemical process and the microwave-intensified enzymatic 
process, respectively. A similar trend is also shown in different rows 
representing the different purchase cost of FPCP in Tables 8 and 9. The 
sensitivity of the investment payback time and return on investment to 
the selling prices of FPH shows the importance of expanding market 
demand of FPH in order to increase its market price [29-31]. 

As mentioned before, the food industry expects any investment 
to be paid back within 2 years. It can be seen in Tables 8 and 9 that 
this expectation can be achieved by a combination of factors such as 
the FPCP purchase cost and the FPH selling price. A FPH selling price 
of above USD 30/kg is able to secure an investment payback time of 

around 2 years for the microwave-intensified chemical process (Table 
8). With the combined impact of the FPCP purchase cost from USD 
1/kg to USD 3/kg, and the FPH selling price from USD 20/kg to USD 
40/kg, the lowest investment payback time with the highest return on 
investment for the microwave-intensified chemical process and the 
microwave-intensified enzymatic process can be reached in 0.89 years 
(111.78%) and 1.44 years (69.49%), respectively [30]. 

The simulations in Tables 8 and 9 show the potential profitability 
of the industrial production of FPH using FPCP as the raw material. 
In order to maximize the profit of the FPH business, the strategies to 
reduce the FPCP purchase cost and increase the FPH selling price have 
to be seriously considered, rather than the cost of enzymes, which has 
been emphasized in previous studies based on laboratory data without 
considering the processing parameters that are important for industrial 
production. 
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Raw material Unit cost
(USD/kg)

Annual amount
(kg)

Annual cost
(USD) %

FPCP 3.00 3,778,502 11,355,505 98.55
Water 0.006 10,435,138 62,611 0.54

Flavourzyme 50.00 2,003 104,127 0.91
Air 0 0 0 0

Total 11,502,243 100.00

Table 5: Raw material cost of FPH industrial production using the microwave-intensified enzymatic process with the production yield per batch of 500 kg

Raw material Unit Cost
(USD/kg)

Annual Amount
(kg)

Annual Cost
(USD) %

FPCP 3.00 3,811,477 11,434,431 99.45
Water 0.006 10,465,429 62,793 0.55%
NaOH 0.2 2,101 420 0

Air 0 0 0 0
Total 11,497,644 100.00

Table 6: Raw material cost of FPH industrial production using the microwave-intensified chemical process with the production yield per batch of 800 kg

FPCP
unit cost
(USD/kg)

Annual cost
of FPCP
(USD)

Annual cost of 
enzymes

(USD)

Percentage of FPCP cost
in

raw materials cost

Percentage of enzyme cost in
raw materials cost

Percentage of raw materials cost in 
operation cost

3.00 11,355,431 104,127 98.55% 0.91% 78.03%
2.00 7,557,003 104,127 97.97% 1.35% 70.45%
1.00 3,778,502 104,127 96.03% 2.65% 54.88%

0 0 104,127 0% 66.61% 4.61%

Table 7: Percentage of purchase cost of FPCP enzyme in raw materials cost and percentage of raw material cost in total operation cost, with different purchase cost of 
FPCP

FPH price (USD /kg)
FPCP purchase cost

(USD /kg)
10 20 25 30 35 40

3 N/A*

(-42.7%)
17.63
(5.4%)

4.55
(21.9%)

2.60
(38.4%)

1.82
(55.0%)

1.40
(71.5%)

2 N/A
(-18.6%)

4.36
(23.0%)

2.50
(40.0%)

1.75
(57.0%)

1.35
(74.0%)

1.10
(91.0%)

1

0

24.61
(4.0%)
4.97

(20.1%)

2.40
(41.7%)

1.63
(61.5%)

1.69
(59.2%)

1.26
(79.6%)

1.30
(76.7%)

1.02
(97.6%)

1.06
(94.2%)

0.86
(115.7%)

0.89
(111.7%)

0.75
(133.7%)

*N/A: not available, which means no payback time
Table 8: Impact of the FPCP purchase cost and FPH price on investment payback time and return on investment (in bracket), based on the microwave-intensified chemical 
process with the production yield of 800 kg per batch

Cost item USD $ %
MIEP MICP MIEP MICP

Raw materials 11,502,243 11,497,644 78.03 76.98
Facility-Dependent 774,000 2,194,000 14.03 14.77

Labor 2,116,000 746,000 5.25 5.02
Utilities 177,000 202,000 1.20 1.36

Consumables 102,000 165,000 0.69 1.11
Laboratory/QC/QA 116,000 112,000 0.79 0.75
Waste treatment 0 0 0 0
Transportation 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0

Advertising/Selling 0 0 0 0
Running Royalties 0 0 0 0

Failed Product Disposal 0 0 0 0
Total 14,787,000 14,916,644 100.00 100.00

 MIEP: Microwave-Intensified Enzymatic Process
 MICP: Microwave-Intensified Chemical Process
*Simulations were based on the purchase cost of FPCP at USD 3/kg, selling price of FPH at USD 20/kg and the maximum annual available FPCP of 3,900 tons
Table 4: Annual operation cost of the microwave-intensified enzymatic process and microwave-intensified chemical process
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Conclusions
The economic feasibility of scaling up FPH production at the 

industrial scale was simulated using Superpro Designer (version 
8.0), based on a maximum of 3,900 tonnes FPCP raw material 
available annually in South Australia. The simulations were based on 
the processing parameters of the microwave-intensified enzymatic 
process and the microwave-intensified chemical process developed 
as demonstrated in our previous studies. They demonstrated that the 
microwave-intensified chemical process is economically more feasible 
than the microwave-intensified enzymatic process to be scaled up for 
industry production. 

In order to find key processing parameters to carry out simulations 
with the aim of shortening the investment payback time, analysis of 
the breakdown of operation cost and raw material cost was carried. 
The outcome indicated that the purchase cost of FPCP is the major 
factor that affects the industrial operation cost, rather than the cost 
of the enzyme, which has been addressed in previous studies without 
considering processing parameters of industrial production. The 
potential impact of the purchase cost of FPCP and the selling price of 
FPH on the investment payback time and return on investment showed 
that the expected investment payback time of around 2 years from food 
industry can be potentially achieved, by the combined contribution of 
the purchase cost of FPCP (from USD 3/kg to USD 1/kg) and the selling 
price of FPH (from USD 20/kg to USD 40/kg). The simulation in this 
study clearly demonstrated the commercial feasibility and profitability 
of the two processes: the microwave-intensified enzymatic process and 
the microwave-intensified chemical process, to produce FPH on an 
industrial scale. 
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Table 9: Impact of the FPCP purchase cost and FPH selling price on investment payback time and return on investment (in bracket), based on the microwave-intensified 
enzymatic process with the production yield of 500 kg per batch
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